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Mitsubishi Electric to Unveil Versatile, High-quality Surveillance System
New Mitsubishi Electric 7000 series network cameras and 5000 series network video recorders
incorporated in digital video surveillance system offering Full HD resolution and high scalability
TOKYO, February 25, 2015 – Mitsubishi Electric Corporation (TOKYO: 6503) announced today it will
unveil in June a new digital video surveillance system offering high performance, versatility and scalability
for diverse security applications. The system records at 30 frames per second in Full HD (2.0M pixels)
resolution from 16 cameras used in parallel, with compensation provided by Mitsubishi Electric’s own
super-resolution technology, including for electronic zoom.
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The 7000 series network cameras come with new digital sensitization and backlit compensation technologies
for sharper, clearer images. Digital sensitization suppresses after-images and blur for fast-moving objects in
low-light conditions, providing eight times greater sensitivity than conventional model. Backlit
compensation adjusts blur to produce more natural images, including under strong backlit conditions when
large differences exist between bright and shaded areas, such as building entrances. The backlit
compensation feature is four times more sensitive than conventional mode.

The 5000 series network video recorder can be connectable to up to 32 cameras (16 directly and another 16
through a hub). Reliable extended-duration recording is possible thanks to the use of large-capacity
redundant HDDs. Remote monitoring is possible via PCs, smartphones or tablets for greater flexibility
according to surveillance needs. Compared to Mitsubishi Electric’s existing network recorders, the 5000
series network recorder uses 25% less electricity and requires 30% less space for installation. Such
efficiencies notwithstanding, the 5000 series is a highly robust unit offering 32-camera capability.
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The growing market demand for surveillance is requiring more versatile and functional systems in terms of
visual quality, camera capacity, recording time and connectivity with smartphones and other remote
monitoring devices. Digital surveillance systems by Mitsubishi Electric are in wide use in buildings, large
facilities, convenience stores, supermarkets and many other locations. The company is confident that its
all-new system built with new 7000 series cameras and 5000 series recorders will meet with great acceptance
among global customers who are in need of high-quality, high-performance security systems.

Products in New Video Surveillance System
Product
NETWORK CAMERA
(Indoor box)
NETWORK CAMERA
(Indoor dome)
NETWORK CAMERA
(Outdoor fixed)
NETWORK VIDEO RECORDER
(HDD 2TB)
NETWORK VIDEO RECORDER
(HDD 8TB)

Model
NC-7020
NC-7620
NC-7820
NR-5000
NR-5080

Main Features
FULL HD (2.0 M pixels)
New digital sensitization
New backlit compensation
IP66-level waterproofing and dust proofing
(NC-7820 model)
Max. no. of connectable cameras: 32 (16 internal and
16 external via a hub)
Remote monitoring

Other Features
- Viewer employs a familiar-looking, easy-to-use GUI.
- Multiple search functions, such as thumbnail, slidebar, time/date and alarm for effective search of
required video scenes.
- 16 cameras can be monitored with 30-frames-per-second video through a sub-monitor, in addition to one
main monitor.
Note: The above specifications are subject to change once the system enters mass production.

###
About Mitsubishi Electric Corporation
With over 90 years of experience in providing reliable, high-quality products, Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation (TOKYO: 6503) is a recognized world leader in the manufacture, marketing and sales of
electrical and electronic equipment used in information processing and communications, space development
and satellite communications, consumer electronics, industrial technology, energy, transportation and
building equipment. Embracing the spirit of its corporate statement, Changes for the Better, and its
environmental statement, Eco Changes, Mitsubishi Electric endeavors to be a global, leading green company,
enriching society with technology. The company recorded consolidated group sales of 4,054.3 billion yen
(US$ 39.3 billion*) in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2014. For more information visit
http://www.MitsubishiElectric.com
*At an exchange rate of 103 yen to the US dollar, the rate given by the Tokyo Foreign Exchange Market on
March 31, 2014
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